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Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite

Integrated risk intelligence to understand potential impacts to your domains security, safety, economy, or environment

Identifying and evaluating maritime risk is a challenging business for national security agencies. In today’s ever changing global landscape understanding risk implications of international events, security threats and factors affecting operations and supply chains is critical.

The Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite powered by Sea-web™ and AISLive integrates intelligence from:

- IHS Markit – Maritime & Trade
- IHS Markit - Economics & Country Risk
- IHS Markit - Jane’s, Aerospace & Defence & Security

The suite provides customers with the tools and intelligence needed to identify, evaluate, monitor and analyse potential risk.

The Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite at a glance:
Maritime Domain Awareness Workflow

Managing your Maritime Domain is critical to national security and global trade. Understand vessel details, movements and operators you can establish a real time view of all vessels types in and around your waters. The Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite gives you the ability to track specific zones, receive notifications of ships entry and exits as well as assess potential vessel threats. This tool ultimately gives you a real time clear picture.

**CREATE**

Create bespoke zones within your domain
- Create Polygonal or circular area zones
- Create multiple zones to monitor specific areas and regions
- Ensure the safety and security within your domain

**RECEIVE**

Receive automatic notifications of ship entry/exits
- Be alerted when ships arriving / departing your custom zones
- Be alerted when ships in your WatchLists arrive / depart your custom zones

**ASSESS**

Assess Potential threats sailing in your waters
- Quickly assess potential risk of ships with the security screening views
- Uncover seven levels of ownership structure identifying company involvement
- Identify if ships are on OFAC or OFAC Non-SDN Lists, and owners on OFAC List
- View port calling risk intelligence & Port State Control events

**MONITOR**

Monitor mid-ocean and coastal activity
- Run real-time map intelligence reports for a specific area or region to identify current activity
- Visualise ships and events on map in analysis chart views for a quick overview
- Both terrestrial & satellite AIS data sources included

**IDENTIFY**

Identify casualty, piracy & pollution incidents
- Identify & understand local, regional or international maritime events that could affect security, operations and supply chains
- Leverage geospatial event intelligence for domain awareness and analysis
About IHS Markit

IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government customers, including 85 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth.

Key Benefits

Optimise Workflows & Reduce Costs
The evaluation of vessels for various departments can be a timely process and with multiple data sources the Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite builds a ships profile and risk rating in one easy to your platform.

Improve Efficiency
Eliminate the need for checking multiple sources - MIRS provides your business with a complete integrated solution, providing vessel and company data; vessel sanctions screening for domain awareness with real-time and historical vessel tracking services to monitor your customers movements.

Mitigate Risk
Have peace of mind that your security checks have been conducted against reliable, accurate and enriched AIS data intelligence cross referenced with verified data by IHS Markit ships, companies, AIS & Port Zone data experts & analysts.

For more information www.ihs.com/MIRS